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In this study we present results of electronic structure calculations for some iron oxide clusters of the form
FenOm on the basis of the GGA+U approximation. The cluster size ranged between 33 and 113 atoms
corresponding to length scales between around 7 Å and 12 Å in diameter, respectively. Initial atomic con-
figurations before relaxation were created by considering two different space groups corresponding to the cubic

Fd3̄m and monoclinic P2 /c symmetries. The charge and the magnetization per atom were computed. In
particular, the charge distribution of the cluster relaxed from cubic symmetry and containing 113 atoms reveals
a well-defined periodic pattern of Fe pairs consistent with a partial charge-ordering scenario. Results evidence
that the ground-state cohesive energy is smaller in the clusters originated from the P2 /c symmetry. This fact
indicates that at least in the largest cluster, having more tendency to preserve the initial structure, the low-
temperature monoclinic phase is energetically more stable. Clusters starting from monoclinic symmetry are
characterized by an insulating state, whereas those optimized from cubic symmetry exhibit a very small
electronic gap. Finally, radial and angular distribution functions reveal strong modifications of the starting
crystalline structures after relaxation with a tendency of forming cagelike structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, the progress in the development
of some experimental techniques and theoretical tools, has
allowed to take a look on the different fundamental proper-
ties of clusters containing few atoms �dimers, trimers, etc.�
up to tens of atoms. The increasing importance on this issue
is related to the fact of understanding how the different prop-
erties evolve as individual atoms are brought together to
form nanostructures, solids, and to investigate the minimum
size at which clusters begin to exhibit similar properties of
the corresponding bulk systems. Clusters are also excellent
candidates to explore the nature of the chemical bond and the
influence of the so-called finite-size effects on the electronic
structure and also the magnetic properties in clusters contain-
ing magnetic atoms. On this last respect, iron oxide clusters
have attracted the attention as long as the Fe-O interaction is
one of the most important in nature due to the variety of
molecules or complexes containing Fe-O bonds as can be
evidenced for instance in some phenomena such corrosion.
As concerns to practical applications, some iron oxide clus-
ters such as Fe2O3 seem to be potential candidates for CO
oxidation and NO reduction which are undesirable products
in many industrial processes and their removal is one of the
most important environmental problems nowadays.1,2 A sys-
tematic study on iron oxide clusters of the form FeOy and
Fe2Oy for different oxygen contents, and being Fe2O5 the
largest cluster, was carried out using anion photoelectron
spectroscopy.3,4 A near linear increase in the electron affinity
with the number of oxygen atoms was found consistent with

ionic bonding as expected in metal oxides and with a charge
transfer picture where the electrons are sequentially trans-
ferred from the Fe atoms to the O atoms. Production and
characterization of small oxide clusters under well-controlled
conditions have been also carried out in previous works deal-
ing with FenO and FenO2 clusters.5,6 Bigger iron oxide
�FemOn� clusters up to a maximum size of Fe30O32 have been
also generated by means of laser ablation of the metal and
reaction with various concentrations of O2 in He.7 Several
compositions involving equiatomic, oxygen rich, and oxygen
deficient cluster series could be produced by controlling the
oxygen concentration in the system. Theoretical findings like
those reported by Jones et al.8 have provided evidence for
the existence of single hollow rings structures for equiatomic
FenOn�n=2–5� clusters contrary to the compact NaCl struc-
ture of bulk FeO. Above n=5, clusters assemble to form
more complex structures such as decorated and undecorated
nanotowers giving rise to new kinds of nanostructures. Their
maximum cluster size was Fe12O13 and to the best of our
knowledge no theoretical studies on larger iron oxide clusters
have been reported. Results revealed a trend consisting of an
increase in the bond length, including values as large as
2.15 Å, as the cluster size increases, whereas the gap energy
exhibits a fluctuating behavior. Other clusters like Fe13O2
can exhibit bond lengths as large as 2.36 Å and they are
characterized by moment reduction as compared to Fe13
clusters.9 The case of Fe13O8 is very interesting and it is one
of the so-called magic clusters accordingly with the largest
values of binding energies. These clusters have been pro-
duced by using a reactive laser vaporized cluster source and
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it has been also studied by using density-functional theory
�DFT� in the framework of the conjugate-gradient iterative
minimization technique.10 Structure optimization from two
different initial configurations gave rise to structures both of
them characterized for having an Fe central atom with the
others forming a cage with an Fe-O interatomic distance be-
tween the central atom and an oxygen in the surroundings
surprisingly large, i.e., 3.087 Å and 3.141 Å in the two
cases. Magnetic and vibrational calculations of this magic
cluster have been also performed on the basis of an all-
electron DFT.11 Results revealed a structure characterized
also by a central Fe atom and a distance Fe-O relative to the
central atom of 3.31 Å and a total moment of 32�B when
considering a ferromagnetic state. If ferrimagnetic coupling
is considered, clusters are characterized by an Fe-O distance
relative to the central atom of 3.23 Å and a total moment of
14�B. Other magic transition-metal oxide clusters have been
also reported to occur.12

On the other hand, as is well established, the magnetic
and electronic properties are strongly dependent on the spe-
cific atomic surface reconstruction as it has been studied in
iron oxides such as magnetite by using DFT with the GGA
+U and LDA+U approaches.13 Thus, the fact of being able
to tailor the properties of small clusters by changing size and
composition like the proportion of Fe and O atoms, as con-
cerns to FenOm clusters, has motivated us to consider this
kind of clusters. The purpose of this article is to characterize
from different perspectives �electronic, magnetic, and struc-
tural� iron oxide clusters of the form FenOm when these are
constructed on the basis of a well-studied iron oxide such as
magnetite �Fe3O4� and starting from the two different space

groups ascribed to this material, namely cubic �Fd3̄m� and
monoclinic �P2 /c�, which correspond to the structures of
bulk magnetite above and below the Verwey temperature,
respectively.14,15 In this work we report on FenOm clusters
having 33, 45, and 113 atoms corresponding to the following
stoichiometries Fe17O16, Fe17O28, and Fe45O68. Finally, we
want to stress that to the best of our knowledge, no first-
principles studies on FenOm clusters having several tens of
atoms have yet been reported.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Electronic structure and density of state �DOS� calcula-
tions were performed using DFT �Ref. 16� in the framework
of the GGA+U approach on the basis of the Dudarev’s
method17 and using the PW91 pseudopotential for the
exchange-correlation functional with the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair
correction.18 Calculations were also performed in the frame-
work of the projector augmented wave method19,20 as imple-
mented in the VASP package.21 The on-site Coulomb term has
been included according to the degree of localization of the
Fe d electrons. We set the U parameter to 4.5 eV for Fe
cations, which is based on constrained calculations.15,22–24

On this last respect, we want to stress that LDA+U band
structure calculations with U varying from 4 to 6 eV provide
optical, magneto-optical and x-ray magnetic circular dichro-
ism spectra in reasonable agreement with experimental
data.23 The Hund’s coupling for Fe was set to

J=0.89 eV.15,25 Both, the U and J parameters for oxygen
were set to zero. In any case, we should stress that there is a
delicate balance between U and J which in principle can lead
to differences regarding the final magnetic state of the sys-
tem. Therefore, we have decided to choose the parameters
already used and reported in the literature, where good agree-
ment of a large diversity of properties have been reported.
Clusters were simulated by periodic cells separated by a suf-
ficiently high amount of vacuum in order to avoid interclus-
ter interactions. Hence, our simulated system can be consid-
ered as a periodic and monodisperse array of isolated
clusters. Two different initial crystalline structures, namely

Fd3̄m and P2 /c and three different cluster sizes having 33,
45, and 113 atoms were considered corresponding to
Fe17O16, Fe17O28, and Fe45O68 clusters. Hereafter, such clus-
ters are labeled in generic form as C33, C45, and C113; and
as C33F, C33P, C45F, C45P, C113F, and C113P, where F

and P stand for the initial Fd3̄m and P2 /c symmetries, re-
spectively. These amounts yield the following average diam-
eters in the relaxed structures: 7.0�1�, 8.2�1� and 12.3�1� Å.
The lateral parameter of the supercell was set to 18 Å,
20 Å, and 24 Å for C33, C45, and C113 clusters, respec-
tively. A Wigner-Seitz radius rWS=1.302 Å for iron and
rWS=0.82 Å for oxygen were used. The energy cutoff for the
plane wave representation was 500 eV. The convergence
force criterion was set to 0.01 eV /Å per atom. The charge of
each atom was estimated by using the Bader method, where
a fair partition of the electronic charge is performed by only
including the valence electrons. Details of the implementa-
tion and the meaning can be found in Henkelman et al.26

This method has been used to calculate the partial charges in
H and O atoms on the H2O molecule, and in crystals such as
NaCl and MgO,26 where an interpretation of the electronic
charge transfer has been discussed. The magnetic moment
distribution was computed by integrating the electronic den-
sity within the Wigner-Seitz radius for each atom. The over-
all magnetization �WS per cluster were also determined by
summing the respective quantities per atom. Cohesive energy
per one formula unit was also computed according to Ecoh
=Etot−nEFe−mEO where n and m correspond to the number
of Fe and O atoms with energies in the isolated state EFe and
EO, respectively. Only for comparison purposes, the struc-
tural and electronic properties of bulk magnetite, taken as
reference material, have also been computed. In this case, a
6�6�6 Monkhorst-Pack27 grid and a total number of 28 k
points in the irreducible Brillouin zone were employed for

the Fd3̄m symmetry, whereas a 6�6�2 Monkhorst-Pack
grid with 36 k points for P2 /c symmetry was considered. A
Gaussian smearing factor of 0.01 for clusters and monoclinic
bulk was employed, whereas the Methfessel-Paxton method
was used for the cubic bulk.28 For clusters, calculations were
done at the � point. Finally, in order to perform a structural
analysis before and after the optimization process, both the
radial �RDF or g�r�dr� and angular �ADF or h���d�� distri-
bution functions were computed. To compute RDF, a cut-off
distance rc approximately equals to the cluster diameter was
considered. This function accounts for the number of neigh-
bors surrounding every atom at a given distance between r
and r+dr, where 0�r�rc. To compute ADF, angles formed
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by triads of atoms within spheres of 2.2 Å were considered.
Finally, we have calculated a mean coordination number ac-
cording to the following proposed relationship

�z�r�� =
1

Nr
�

ri��r,r+dr�

Nr

�
j=1

N

��ri − rj� , �1�

where N is the total number of atoms and Nr is the number
of atoms at a distance ri belonging to the interval �r ,r+dr�.
This mean value was computed by considering the total
number of neighbors per atom within the entire cluster. His-
tograms showing the way as the atoms become spatially dis-
tributed were also computed. These quantities allows having
a full structural characterization of the clusters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Table I we show the ground-state lattice and electronic

properties for Fd3̄m and P2 /c structures of bulk magnetite,
our reference material, obtained in the present calculations.
Experimental data and theoretical results by Piekarz et al.14

are also listed for comparison. Results show an overall good
agreement with experimental data of Refs. 29–31 and with
those of Piekarz et al.,14 wherever available. It must also be
noticed that the ground-state cohesive energy of the crystal
Ecoh per one formula unit is much smaller in the P2 /c phase

than in the Fd3̄m phase, indicating that the low temperature
monoclinic phase of P2 /c symmetry is the most stable. This
fact agrees with several results in the literature where the
monoclinic phase has been reported as the lowest-energy
state.14,15,29 Data corresponding to charge and magnetization
per atom for both phases are listed in Table II. In the case of
the cubic phase, different labels �B1, B2, B3� have been
employed to compare the parameters associated to iron cat-

ions in octahedral sites under bulk conditions with those cor-
responding to clusters. Charge and moment distribution re-
veal therefore the occurrence of three different octahedral Fe

sites for the Fd3̄m space group, whereas two different tetra-
hedral Fe sites and four nonequivalent B-Fe sites are found
for the P2 /c symmetry. We find these last numbers in accord
with previous results where two distinct A-Fe sites and four
independent octahedral B-site iron atoms were concluded
from structural refinement of stoichiometric single crystals of
magnetite using high-resolution x-ray and neutron powder
diffraction.29 Regarding the magnetic structure for the P2 /c
symmetry, while the total moment per one formula unit re-
mains at 	4�B the iron magnetic moments amount to
−4.02�B for A sites and between 3.65�B and 4.13�B for B
sites. It must be stressed however that the magnetic moment
is not a well-defined quantity in non absolute ionic crystal-
line systems as far as it can be partitioned depending on the
chosen value for rWS. By using our value of 1.302 Å we find
numerical results in rather good agreement with some others
found in literature.14,15,32–35 However, it is interesting to
point out that, in particular, the corresponding values for an
A-Fe site are very different from the value of 5�B derived
from Hund’s rules and the nominal Fe3+ charge on a typical
A site. This fact is consistent with the itinerant nature of
magnetism in this system and with changes in the valence
states. Differences in sign are consistent with an antiparallel
alignment between A and B sublattices in agreement with a
ferrimagnetic state.

Concerning clusters, Table III shows the results corre-
sponding to the cohesive energy and the magnetization �WS.
By comparing the corresponding energy values we can con-
clude that the ground-state phase is that resulting from the
initial P2 /c symmetry. As we will show later by comparing
the radial and angular distribution functions before an after
relaxation, the largest C113 cluster tends to preserve the
starting configuration suggesting that the monoclinic phase is
energetically more stable than the cubic phase in the low
temperature regime. This result in addition to the fact that
such cluster, namely Fe45O68 whose chemical formula can be
written also as Fe2.647O4, is stoichiometrically similar to bulk

TABLE I. Ground-state lattice and electronic properties for the

cubic Fd3̄m and monoclinic P2 /c structures of bulk magnetite. Av-
erage magnetization per one formula unit �mav� are given in �B.
Lattice constants �a ,b ,c� are in Å, cohesive energy �Ecoh� per for-
mula unit and gap �	g� in eV.

Phase Quantity This work Piekarza Exp.

Fd3̄m a 8.456 8.446 8.394b

Ecoh −35.791

mav 3.825 3.96 4.05c

	g 0 0 0

P2 /c a 6.013 5.967 5.944b

b 6.017 5.995 5.925b

c 16.865 17.034 16.775b


 90.230 90.417 90.237b

Ecoh −36.115

	g 0.25 0.33 0.14d

aReference 14.
bReference 29.
cReference 30.
dReference 31.

TABLE II. Valence electric charge �Q� in e units and magnetic

moments per atom ��� in �B, for the cubic Fd3̄m, and monoclinic
P2 /c structures of bulk magnetite.

Space group Index Atom Q�e� ���B�

Fd3̄m 1,2 FeA 1.49�0.01 −4.02

3,5 Fe�B1� 1.50�0.02 3.92

4 Fe�B2� 1.47 4.02

6 Fe�B3� 1.51 3.83

P2 /c 1,2,6,8 FeA 1.19�0.05 −4.02

3–5,7 FeA 1.46�0.04 −4.02

9,16,21 FeB 1.65�0.03 3.65�0.01

10,15,18,20,23 FeB 1.56�0.01 3.66�0.01

11,14,17 FeB 1.94�0.03 4.12�0.01

12,13,19,22,24 FeB 1.85�0.03 4.12
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magnetite �Fe3O4�, allows to suggest that magnetite nanopar-
ticles should, in principle, exhibit Verwey transition. Such
conclusion is also endorsed by the fact that the Verwey tran-
sition has also been observed in highly nonstoichiometric
magnetite of the form Fe3−�O4.36

In clusters with P2 /c symmetry, the total magnetization
increases as the cluster size is increased. However, this is not

strictly the case for clusters with Fd3̄m symmetry where the
total magnetization of the smallest cluster �C33�, is greater
than that of C45. This fact is due to a parallel alignment of
one of the A spins respect to the B spins �see Table IV�
giving rise to a ferromagnetic state.

Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting atomic and charge
distribution for the relaxed clusters starting from symmetries

Fd3̄m and P2 /c, respectively. Results corresponding to
charge and magnetic moment per atom are listed in Tables
IV and V for C33F and C33P respectively, whereas those for
C45F and C45P are listed in Tables VI and VII, respectively.
From these results several features are remarkable. First, all
clusters, including C113, are characterized for having a
single FeA ion located at the center of the cluster with the rest
of ions in the surroundings giving rise to a cagelike structure.
In the case of C33, this FeA ion is labeled as Ni=5 �the
corresponding in the bulk is FeA�2�� in the cubic phase and
as Ni=2 �the corresponding in the bulk is FeA�1�� in the
monoclinic phase �Tables IV and V�. Such cation in the clus-
ter exhibits a lost of charge accompanied by an increase in
the magnetic moment relative to the corresponding atom in
the bulk. Surprisingly, only in the C33F cluster, such central

moment exhibits a parallel alignment respect to those spins
of the B sublattice giving rise to a partial ferrimagnetic state
different from the expected full ferrimagnetic behavior �an-
tiparallel alignment of the moments from the A and B sub-
lattices�. This scenario is the one responsible for the large
value of the total magnetization observed for C33F. The in-
teraction between the central atom with the rest is weak but
non-negligible. For example, if the cohesive energy for that
particular atom in the C33F cluster is calculated �E33−E32

TABLE III. Global parameters derived from the present calcu-
lations for the relaxed C33, C45, and C113 magnetite clusters ob-

tained from the initial Fd3̄m and P2 /c structures.

Phase Cluster
Ecoh

�eV�
�WS

��B�

Fd3̄m 33 −18.933 32.930

45 −25.892 28.905

113 −31.260 43.099

P2 /c 33 −18.947 27.178

45 −25.958 28.767

113 −31.454 43.182

TABLE IV. Valence electric charge and magnetic moment per
atom for C33F. The units for charge and magnetization are e and
�B, respectively. Ni stands for the index employed in labeling the
atoms within the cluster, whereas the corresponding positions in the
bulk are indicated in parentheses.

Ni Atom Qi �i Color

1–4 FeA�1� 1.99�0.04 −3.62 green

5 FeA�2� 0.38 2.90 red

6,7,10,13,16,17 Fe�B1� −0.40�0.02 3.62 blue

8,11,14 Fe�B2� −0.39 3.62 blue

9,12,15 Fe�B3� −0.39�0.02 3.62 blue

FIG. 1. �Color online� Optimized structures and valence electric
charge distribution of the relaxed clusters originated from symmetry

Fd3̄m corresponding to �a� C33F, �b� C45F, and �c� C113F. Light
gray �yellow� small balls correspond to oxygens, black �dark blue�
for FeB ions �and dark gray �purple� in the case of C113F�, whereas
FeA ions are represented by light gray �green� and �gray� red
spheres �and a central black sphere in the case of C113F�. Different
colors correspond also to different charge and magnetization per
atom values as described in Tables IV, VI, and VIII.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Optimized structures and valence electric
charge distribution of the relaxed clusters originated from symmetry
P2 /c corresponding to �a� C33P, �b� C45P, and �c� C113P. Light
gray �yellow� small balls correspond to oxygens, black �dark blue�
for FeB ions, and gray �light blue� for FeA ions.
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−E1�, a value of 1.67 eV is obtained, whereas a 6.74 eV
value is obtained for the C45F cluster. Therefore, we can
conclude that even though the central atom is bound to their
neighbors, there is an electronic interaction between the cen-
tral atom and the rest of the cluster. This fact can be also
deduced from the spacial distribution of the electronic den-
sity curves shown in Fig. 3�a� as two-dimensional projec-
tions along different planes. The slight distortion in the den-
sity curves around the central atom due to the presence of its
surroundings neighbors endorse the occurrence of such a
weak interaction. The degree of distortion is greater for
larger clusters �e.g., C45P, Fig. 3�b��. The rest of Fe cations,
forming the cluster surface and representing the 97% of the
total, are characterized by an increase in the electric charge
relative to the corresponding atoms embedded in the bulk �all
the 	Qi, defined as Qi−Qbulk, are positive�. The same con-
clusion is valid if the charge values are compared to those of
the free atoms �Qi−q�. Results evidence therefore a charge
transfer process between Fe and O cations. It must be
stressed that despite the electric charge of oxygens atoms is
not shown in the tables, the corresponding 	Qi were nega-
tive. Charge transfer is also observed for C45 and C113 clus-
ters independently of what the starting symmetry was and

with a marked tendency of the surface Fe atoms to increase
their electric charge. It can be concluded so far that a reor-
dering of the charge and magnetic moment occurs as the
system size decreases to nanoscale.

We have also calculated the total DOS of the relaxed clus-
ters and bulk magnetite. Zero energy was defined occurring

at the Fermi level. Under bulk conditions and Fd3̄m symme-
try, magnetite exhibits a metallic behavior �	g=0� with the
Fermi level sitting in the middle of the spin-down Fe�B�t2g
band �Fig. 4�. Figure 5 shows the opening of an energy gap
	g at the Fermi level as the cubic structure is transformed

TABLE V. Valence electric charge and magnetic moment per
atom for C33P. The units of charge and magnetization are e and
�B, respectively. Ni stands for the index employed in labeling the
atoms within the cluster, whereas the corresponding positions in the
bulk are indicated in parentheses.

Ni Atom Qi �i

1,4,5 FeA�3� 1.02�0.09 −3.62

2 FeA�1� 0.55 −2.98

3 FeA�3� 0.66 −3.62

6 FeB�9� 0.67 3.63

9 FeB�9� 1.35 3.63

10 FeB�9� 1.14 3.63

7 FeB�11� 0.93 3.63

8,12,15,16 FeB�12� 1.21�0.06 3.63

11 FeB�11� 0.68 3.63

13,14 FeB�10� 1.31�0.02 3.62

17 FeB�10� 0.74 3.62

TABLE VI. Valence electric charge and magnetic moment per
atom for C45F. The units of charge and magnetization are e and �B,
respectively. Ni stands for the index employed in labeling the atoms
within the cluster, whereas the corresponding positions in the bulk
are indicated in parentheses.

Ni Atom Qi �i Color

1–4 FeA�1� 1.47 −3.69 green

5 FeA�2� 2.03 −3.84 red

6,7,10,13,16,17 Fe�B1� 1.61 3.71 blue

8,11,14 Fe�B2� 1.61 3.71 blue

9,12,15 Fe�B3� 1.61 3.71 blue

TABLE VII. Valence electric charge and magnetic moment per
atom for C45P. The units of charge and magnetization are e and
�B, respectively. Ni stands for the index employed in labeling the
atoms within the cluster, whereas the corresponding positions in the
bulk are indicated in parentheses.

Ni Atom Qi �i

1 FeA�3� 1.20 −3.66

2 FeA�1� 1.61 −3.84

3,5 FeA�3� 1.32�0.05 −3.65

4 FeA�3� 0.37 −3.66

6,10 FeA�9� 1.71�0.06 3.45

7 FeB�11� 0.94 3.43

8 FeB�12� 1.75 4.13

9 FeB�10� 1.21 4.12

11 FeB�11� 1.32 4.13

12 FeB�12� 1.86 3.43

13,14 FeB�10� 1.77�0.05 3.47

15 FeB�12� 1.68 3.46

16 FeB�12� 1.59 3.50

17 FeB�10� 1.85 3.50

FIG. 3. �Color online� Two-dimensional projections of the elec-
tronic density curves for �a� C33F and �b� C45P.
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into the monoclinic structure. This gap �0.25 eV�, giving rise
to an insulating state, is larger than the experimental value of
0.14 eV obtained by optical measurements at T=10 K,31 but
is close to the values obtained in other electronic structure
calculations.14,15,30,37 As concerns to the clusters, it is evident
the discrete character of the energy levels arising from two
contributions, atomic electron levels, and bonding states
coming from hybridized orbitals. Figures 6 and 7 show the
total DOS of the relaxed C113 clusters for the two consid-
ered initial structures. Zero energy was defined occurring at
the highest occupied molecular orbital. By comparing with
those results under bulk conditions, the signature of a metal-
lic behavior is still preserved for C113F, whereas in the case
of C113P the width of the band gap in the minority spin
channel increases to 0.3 eV reinforcing the onset of an insu-
lating state. The scenario is more complex for smaller clus-
ters, namely C33 and C45, where is difficult to identify a
band gap due to the discrete character of the energy levels.
Despite that, it is possible however to infer an energy gap
whose size dependence is not monotonous according to the
nonmonotonous Fe:O ratio in the studied clusters. In any
case, the width of the gap in the minority spin channel for
C33P and C45P clusters was estimated around 1 eV rein-
forcing even more the insulating state.

Figure 8 shows the charge distribution for the C113F
cluster. Results reveal a charge and magnetic moment reor-
dering relative to the bulk. Such a reordering gives rise to an
increase in the number of nonequivalent Fe atoms from four

�in the bulk� to six �in the cluster�, as can be deduced from
Table VIII. Such a reordering scenario is characterized by the
presence of Fe pairs on the surface having both the same
charge �1.80�0.03e� and the same magnetic moment per
atom �3.72�B�. The formation of such dimers, consistent
with a charge-ordering scenario, has been already reported to
occur in magnetite on the basis of the so-called bond dimer-
ization model.15,38 Regarding the magnetic structure, the iron
magnetic moments amount between −3.97�B and 4.11�B.
Different from this, C33F and C45F clusters are character-
ized only by three nonequivalent iron atoms. The number of
such nonequivalent Fe atoms increases dramatically for those
clusters originated from P2 /c symmetry. In the case of
C113P clusters, that number is as bigger as 30 indicating a
high degree of disorder as concerns to charge and magnetic
moment distribution.

Variations in charge and magnetization, relative to the
bulk, have also been analyzed as a function of the position of
the atoms relative to the center of the cluster. The corre-
sponding results for C33F are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. For
this cluster size there is a clear tendency of the average
charge to increase from the center to the surface. Contrary to
this, the average magnetization decreases in the same direc-
tion and a linear relationship between the mean values �	Q�
and �	�� can be inferred. Analogously, a linear relationship
is also obtained for C45F. Such a well-behaved dependence,
holding only for the smallest clusters, is not longer observed
for C113F where such quantities seem to be uncorrelated.
This fact can presumably be ascribed to a higher degree of
disorder due to the increase in nonequivalent iron sites hav-
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Total electron DOS for the spin-up �top�
and spin-down �bottom� electrons for C113F clusters.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Total electron DOS for the spin-up �top�
and spin-down �bottom� electrons for C113P clusters.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Total electron DOS for the spin-up �top�
and spin-down �bottom� electrons in bulk magnetite with cubic

Fd3̄m symmetry. The Fermi level is at zero energy.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Total electron DOS for the spin-up �top�
and spin-down �bottom� electrons in bulk magnetite with mono-
clinic P2 /c symmetry. The Fermi level is at zero energy.
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ing the same charge and concomitantly different values of
the magnetic moment, which is not the case for smallest
clusters.

As concerns to the structural characterization of the clus-
ters, both the radial and angular distribution functions were
computed. In Figs. 11 and 12 such functions for C113P clus-
ters before and after the relaxation process are displayed. In
all cases the initial atomic positions used as input parameters
were obtained from literature and they correspond to high-
resolution structural refinement analysis of our reference
material.29 Due to the reduced number of atoms in these
systems and the high degree of discreteness, each cluster
represents a particular scenario with a particular structural
signature resulting in different RDF and ADF functions. An
important feature, common to all the clusters, independently
of the initial space group, is the peaks broadening after re-
laxation which is more noticeable in monoclinic clusters. It
must be stressed that the conditions and the step resolution
�1.3 Å� were kept fixed in all cases. Thus, the broadening of
peaks, associated to disorder, which is less marked in clusters
originated from cubic symmetry, agrees with the greater

amount of nonequivalent iron sites observed in clusters origi-
nated from monoclinic symmetry. Atomic displacements
give rise also to a different distribution of angles and conse-
quently to a peaks broadening in the ADF function. A re-
markable feature is also the change in the cluster volume
after relaxation. Volume was computed by considering a
sphere of a radius equals to the distance, relative to the cen-
ter, of the outermost atom. For C113P a volume expansion
from around 1039 Å3 to 1051 Å3 is observed, whereas a
volume reduction from around 1002 Å3 to 985 Å3 takes
place for C113F. Another particular interesting feature is the
presence of a single atom very close to the geometrical cen-
ter of the cluster with the rest of the atoms in the surround-
ings. This fact is easily visualized in Fig. 13 showing the
distribution of atoms with the distance to the geometrical
center of the cluster. As can be observed, atoms are located
in groups of concentric layers separated by spaces in be-
tween, forming an onionlike structure. The thickness of such
layers, which in turn corresponds to the peaks broadening
observed in the RDF and ADF functions, depends on the
distance and the type of cluster. A special case is the smallest
cluster C33 with a single atom in the center and the remain-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Valence electric charge distribution for
C113F clusters. Two different views of the cluster are displayed.
Every color stands for a given set of charge and magnetic moment.
Dimers are those represented by purple color corresponding to
6.95e and 3.72�B.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Variation of electric charge per atom rela-
tive to the bulk with the atomic position measured from the center
for C33F clusters. Numbers 1 and 2 along the x axis stand for first
and second nearest neighbors, respectively.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Variation of the magnetization per atom
relative to the bulk with the atomic position measured from the
center for C33F clusters.

TABLE VIII. Valence electric charge and magnetic moment per
atom for C113F. The units of charge and magnetization are e and
�B, respectively. Ni stands for the index employed in labeling the
atoms within the cluster, whereas the corresponding positions in the
bulk are indicated in parentheses.

Ni Atom Qi �i Color

1,3–9,11,13,16,17 FeA�2� 1.29�0.04 −3.96 red

2,10,12,14 FeA�1� 1.62�0.01 −3.92 green

15 FeA�2� 1.64 −3.97 black

18–20 Fe�B2� 1.79�0.01 3.72 purple

24,28 Fe�B2� 1.54 4.11 blue

35 Fe�B2� 1.37 4.11 blue

45 Fe�B2� 1.39 3.58 cyan

21 Fe�B3� 1.38 3.58 cyan

25 Fe�B3� 1.37 4.11 blue

32,42 Fe�B3� 1.52�0.01 4.11 blue

39–41 Fe�B3� 1.80�0.03 3.72 purple

22,23,27,33,43,44 Fe�B1� 1.45�0.08 4.11 blue

26,34 Fe�B1� 1.38�0.01 3.58 cyan

29–31,36–38 Fe�B1� 1.80�0.03 3.72 purple
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ing distributed on the surface, which corresponds to 97% of
the total of atoms. As the cluster size increases it turns out
more difficult to realize what is exactly the surface �Figs. 13
and 14�.

Figure 14 shows the histogram of the number of atoms
and the mean coordination number �Eq. �1�� with the dis-
tance to the center of the cluster for C113P. As is observed,
the mean coordination number decreases in a well-behaved
fashion, characterized by a linear decrease above 2 Å. The
groups of data points are separated by spaces accordingly to
the way as the atoms are distributed as a function of distance.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A metallic behavior of bulk magnetite in the cubic phase
is concluded, whereas the monoclinic phase with P2 /c sym-
metry is characterized by an insulating band gap �	g
=0.25 eV� in agreement with experimental results linked to
the Verwey transition. Results evidence that the ground-state
cohesive energy is much smaller in the P2 /c phase than in

the Fd3̄m phase, indicating that the low-temperature mono-
clinic phase of P2 /c symmetry is energetically more stable.
Even for clusters, the ground-state phase is that originated
from a P2 /c structure. This fact suggests that magnetite
nanoparticles should, in principle, exhibit Verwey transition.
The signature of metallic behavior is still preserved for

C113F clusters, resembling a nonstoichiometric magnetite
according to its Fe:O proportion, whereas in the case of
C113P clusters the width of the band gap in the minority
spin channel increases to 0.3 eV reinforcing the onset of an
insulating state. The scenario is more complex for smaller
clusters as long as the bands are not longer observed and the
discrete character of the energy levels becomes dominant.
Our ground-state calculations reveal also a partial dimeriza-
tion on the surface of C113F clusters and six nonequivalent
iron sites. The situation is different for C113P clusters char-
acterized by a higher number of nonequivalent Fe sites asso-
ciated to structural disorder. For C33 clusters, independently
of the initial structure, the central Fe cation exhibits a lost of
charge accompanied by a remarkable increase in the mag-

FIG. 11. �Color online� Radial distribution function for C113P,
before and after relaxation.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Angular distribution function for
C113P, before and after relaxation.

FIG. 13. Distribution of the number of atoms with the distance
measured respect to the center of the cluster for C33P �top panel�
and C45P �bottom panel�.

FIG. 14. Distribution of the number of atoms and mean coordi-
nation as functions of the distance measured respect to the center of
the C113P cluster.
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netic moment. For C33F such central moment becomes par-
allel aligned to those moments of the B sublattice. This align-
ment is the one responsible for the large value of the
magnetization observed for this cluster size and it is related
to the weak interaction between the central ion and its sur-
roundings neighbors. Results reveal also a charge transfer
process between Fe and O cations characterized by an in-
crease in the electric charge of Fe cations on the surface.
Such a charge transfer is also observed in C45 and C113
clusters. Variations in charge and magnetization were also
analyzed as a function of the position of the atoms relative to
the center of the clusters. Finally, a structural analysis based
on the computation of radial and angular distribution func-
tions as well as on histograms, showing the way as the atoms
are located within the clusters, was carried out. In particular,
results reveal a peaks broadening in the distribution func-
tions attributed to atomic displacements, respect to the input
positions, forming an onionlike structure. Such disorder is
however confined to occur in layers of different thickness
and caging the central atom. This broadening, which is less

marked in clusters originated from cubic symmetry, agrees
with the greater amount of nonequivalent iron sites observed
in clusters originated from monoclinic symmetry.
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